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Motivation
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-TRG upgrade plan in LS2 and beyond
-VXDTRG
-CDCTRG
-ECLTRG
-Increase latency
-(UT5)



VXDTRG
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-With VXD upgrade, we can implement VXDTRG
-Purpose: beamBG rejection with |z| measurement
-R&D of VXDTRG logic is on-going with TFP-SVD by Shimasaki-san

https://indico.belle2.org/event/7727/contributions/46481/attachments/19768/29312/20221130_SVDL1TRG_v2.pdf


VXDTRG dataflow
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one UT4 board
for tracking

~30 Merger board~300 converter board
electrical -> optical

detector



VXDTRG track reconstruction logic
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VXDTRG expected performance
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-Tracking performance is studied with a particle gun
-High efficiency
-|z|< 2~4cm cut can be applied

-Fake track probability is studied with beamBG MC
-~1% fake track per 8ns with 4 layer matching
-~10% fake track per 8ns with 3 layer matching



CDCTRG 7

-Present scheme
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Upgrade of CDCFE and CDCTRG
-Optical transceiver speed will be improved with new CDCFE
-To use the high speed, receiver side (MGR) need to be upgraded too
->We plan to bypass the MGR and connect TSF directly

speed per lane #lane per 
CDCFE<->TRG

#bit/32MHz/CDCFE

Present CDCFE 3.2Gbps 
(2.5Gbps with 8b10b)

4 256

New CDCFE 10.3Gbps
(10Gbps with 64b66b)

2 512

Present configuration New configuration

GTX
UT4 20 boards

584links

UT4
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Merit of high speed
-With the higher speed, we can send TDC and ADC of all wires to CDCTRG

data #bit/32MHz/CDCFE

Present -hitmap of 5/6 wires
-tdc of part(~1/6) of wires (2ns)
-fastest tdc among all wires
-edge information
-clock
-total

48 (40)bit
5bit×16wire=80
5bit×16wire=80
10bit
9bit
227bit < 256bit

New -hitmap of all wires
-tdc of all wires  (2ns)
-adc of all wires (4bits)
-clock
-total

48bit
5bit×48=240
4bit×48=192
9bit
489bit < 512bit

Data from a CDCFE to CDCTRG



Upgrade of trackers
-With the higher speed, we can send TDC and ADC of all wires to CDCTRG
-Great potential for BG reduction and efficiency improvement for future

-TDC: increase fitting points (x5) to improve z resolution 
-ADC: crosstalk and noise reduction

●axial
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◎
IP

CDC wire structure
-CDCTRG 2D track
●wire used for track fitting with tdc
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present fitting

new fitting
(LS1 and LS2)

all hits hits with ADC cut 10



CDCTRG GNN
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-Lea and Philip started R&D of tracking and vertex finding with
Graphical neural network

-With CDC wire, track finding, fitting and vertex finding are performed.

https://indico.belle2.org/event/7727/contributions/46515/attachments/19685/29191/22_11_30_B2Trigger_GNNTracking_lreuter.pdf
https://indico.belle2.org/event/7727/contributions/49283/attachments/19709/29227/2022-11-30-DAQ.pdf


CDCTRG GNN
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-Training and performance evaluation are on-going at offline at first,
without think of level1 trigger constraint 
(all CDC hits, ADC, TDC are used without considering latency and FPGA) 

-The offline tracking looks succeeded

-Plan to consider how to implement
the logic to FPGA



ECLTRG
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-Unno-san’s talk

-During LS1, we plan to do performance evaluation of ECLTRG with
future high luminosity and BG by using MC

-Investigate possible issues, and determine long term upgrade plan
to solve the bottolneck.

https://indico.belle2.org/event/7727/contributions/46477/attachments/19694/29202/20221130_trgdaq.pdf


ECLTRG plan after LS1 and in LS2
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L1 Latency
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-Present L1 latency is limited by SVD
->If VXD is upgraded, we can enlarge latency. 

If ~1μs latency increases, we can implement a UT4 for new logic.

-Next bottolneck is KLM RPC, ~5.2μs.
-FPGA resource of SCROD is occupied, and we are not sure if buffer size can 
increase or not (at present there is no FW expert)

-Need dedicated study, or upgrade of electronics.

https://agira.desy.de/browse/BIITRG-43


Summary
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--TRG upgrade plan in LS2 and beyond
-VXDTRG
-add VXD to TRG with upgrade of VXD

-CDCTRG
-send ADC and TDC of all wires from new CDCFE to CDCTRG
-update of tsf, trackers
-GNN based tracking approarch

-ECLTRG
-perform simulation study for future high luminosity and BG during LS1 to 
consider possible upgrade in LS2

-with new shaper DSP, smaller size of TC can be used to get cluster shape

-Increase latency
-SVD is present bottolneck and KLM is the second. Need investigation for KLM.



backup
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-
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-https://indico.belle2.org/event/1307/sessions/378/attachments/3070/5670/mmilesi_ECLPid_B2SKW_2020.pdf


